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What Can You Do to Support SMOD's Success?
As a Leader/Manager - Intentionally seek knowledge about how the
new SAMS will impact your agency, department, team, and workflow.
Give them the support they need!
As an End User - Intentionally follow the information on training and be
ready to dive in! Sign up for the monthly SAMS User Group sessions on
Microsoft Teams (email Kathleen.Killion@illinoiscomptroller.gov to
request an invitation). Contact the project team with any questions.
Remember - each month, you will receive this newsletter as we
continue our countdown to Go-Live with Confidence!

SAMS Training Tidbits
We are working to support you!
We are running Training UAT with a few select users Aug 810 for select groups.
Soon, all users will be able to take a web-based training
course on how to navigate the new SAMS. This training is
interactive and allows you to become comfortable with the
new look and with navigational menus
Continue to track Accounting Bulletins - changes here affect
your New SAMS interactions
- Brea Kottkamp, IOC SMOD Training Lead

SMOD: What's Happening

Project Progress:
5 months to Go!
This month, the SMOD SQUAD UPDATES newsletter
focuses on end-user preparedness
Goal: Your processing knowledge and comfort

New SAMS Homepage
SNEAK PEEK!

Current & Ongoing SMOD Activities

Did You Know?
Upcoming End-User Survey!
A very brief survey is being developed to collect important
data about our external end users. If you receive this
survey, please do respond. The data that we collect will be
very helpful to the SMOD SQUAD's ability to determine:
Which end users perform direct entry for vouchers
Which end users perform inquires only
Which end users actually log in to SAMS
The survey contains a few screenshots so that you can
quickly identify the screens that you access and use.
The PO Survey sent out earlier required a response by June.
However, you are still welcome to send in your responses
to that survey. (Link to PO Survey here). Again, your
feedback is so valuable to shaping our training design and
schedule. Thank you!
-The SMOD SQUAD

What's Next ?

Comptroller's Corner
The SAMSMod will provide a
positive benefit for our state.
The efforts we put forth in
the coming days - allow you
and me to be a part of Illinois'
tomorrow. I am proud of each
of you. You are the people
behind the possibilities! Your
efforts make the required
smart changes -- Work!
So, let's each do our part to
GO LIVE with CONFIDENCE!
Susana A. Mendoza

Upcoming Events and Milestones:
Phase 3 of UAT
Phase 2 of UAT tested Internal Interfaces
Phase 3 - commences this month and will
reach out to external users/volunteers to test
interfaces and certain processes within the
new SAMS
Course development continues
Be on the lookout for Games, Quizzes & Prizes!

